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Dear Customer,
Thank you for having chosen one of our products, which is the result of years of experience and continuous research aimed at making a superior 
product in terms of safety, reliability and performance.
This booklet contains information and advice for safe and efficient use of your product.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

• This instruction booklet has been prepared by the manufacturer and is 
an integral part of the product. In the event of sale or relocation of the 
product make sure this booklet accompanies it, since the information 
contained in it is intended for the purchaser and for anyone involved 
in the installation, use and maintenance of the product.

• Read the instructions and the technical information contained in 
this booklet carefully before proceeding with installation, use or any 
repairs.

• The observance of the instructions and technical information in this 
instruction booklet guarantees the safety of persons and property; it 
also ensures more efficient operation and an increased lifespan.

• The factory cannot be held responsible for damage or injury due 
to failure to comply with the instructions for installation, use and 
maintenance given in this booklet, or due to unauthorised alterations 
or to the use of other than original spare parts.

• The factory cannot be held responsible for any defects, faults, damage 
or injury due to alterations to or tampering with the appliance, including 
changes to the value of any of the appliance operating parameters. 
Only personnel expressly authorised by the company may make 
alterations, including changes to the original parameters, and always 
in accordance with the values established by the company.

• Appliance installation and use must conform with the manufacturer’s 
instructions as well as with European and national legislation and 
local regulations.

• Installation, electrical connection, checks, maintenance and repairs 
are operations which must be carried out exclusively by qualified and 
authorised personal with specialised knowledge of the product.

• The wall against which the product is to be placed must not be of 
wood or any other flammable material. For correct installation it is 
also important to comply with the section entitled “MINIMUM SAFETY 
DISTANCES”.

• Before installing the product read all instruction booklets relevant to 
the cladding, the ventilation kit and any other accessory.

• Check that the floor where the product is to be installed is perfectly 
level.

• When handling the steel parts of the cladding it is advisable to use 
clean cotton gloves to avoid leaving fingerprints that are difficult to 
remove at first time of cleaning.

• The stove must be assembled by at least two persons.

• Connect the pellet stove to the electricity supply only after it has been 
connected by an expert to the flueway.

• The plug at the end of the power cable must be easily accessible after 
installation.

See the guarantee certificate enclosed with the product for the terms, limitations and exclusions.
In line with its policy of constant product improvement and renewal, the manufacturer may make changes without notice.
This document is the property of the factory; no part of it may be disclosed to third parties without the written permission.
All rights reserved.

• Use only recommended wood pellets in the pellet stove (refer to 
section entitled “FUEL”).

• Never use liquid fuels to light the pellet stove or to relight the embers.

• Ensure that the area where the stove is installed is properly ventilated 
while the stove is lit.

• In the event of malfunctioning the fuel supply will be stopped. Restart 
the stove only after having eliminated the cause of the malfunction.

• Stop using the product in the event of fault or malfunctioning.

• Do not remove the protective grille from the pellet hopper.

• Any build-up of unused pellets in the burner left over from repeated 
failed ignitions must be removed before attempting to light the stove 
again.

• Stove operation can result in surfaces, handles, flue pipe and glass 
becoming extremely hot. When the stove is in operation, only touch 
these parts if wearing protective clothing otherwise use suitable tools.

• Because of the build-up of heat on the glass, take care that those who 
are unfamiliar with stove operation do not linger near the stove.

• This appliance must not be used by persons (including children) with 
reduced physical, sensory or mental capacities, or lack of experience 
or knowledge unless they are supervised or instructed on use of the 
appliance by the person who is responsible for its safety.

• Creaking may be heard while the stove is in operation or cooling 
down. This is not to be considered a defect, but is a consequence of 
thermal expansion of the component materials.

• The product you have purchased may different slightly from the one 
illustrated in this booklet since the pictures are only given as an 
indication and not an exact portrayal.

 a In the event of difficulties or if you are unable to understand 
the instruction booklet, contact your local dealer.

 a If the flue should catch fire or in the case of other dangerous 
situations, stop using the appliance, do not open the door, switch 
the appliance off, take all necessary safety actions and contact 
the emergency services.

 d Do not place objects which are not heat-resistant on top of 
the stove or within the recommended minimum safety area.

 d Do not open the door while the stove is in operation or operate 
the stove when the glass is broken.
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Ensure that the installation of your product conforms to all the indications given below.

SOOT INSPECTION APERTURE

CHIMNEY STACK

CHIMNEY

CONNECTION
TO FLUE

MINIMUM SAFETY
DISTANCES

CAPACITY LOAD
OF THE FLOOR

FRESH AIR INTAKE

FLUEWAY

ELECTRIC
POWER SUPPLY

Fig. 1 

1.0 GENERAL RULES
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Every appliance must have a vertical flue pipe operating by natural 
draught to discharge the combustion gases outdoors.
The flue must:
 - Comply with regulations in force in the place of installation of the 
appliance.

 - Be tight to the products of combustion, waterproof, suitably insulated, 
made with materials resistant to corrosion by the gases and to stress.

 - Be connected to just one stove, firebox or extraction hood (Fig. 2).
 - Be properly sized, with constant free internal section, equal to or 
greater than the diameter of the flue pipe of the stove and at least 
3.5 m in length (Fig. 2).

 - Be mainly in a vertical position with a deflection from the axis of no 
more than 45° (Fig. 2).

 - Be at a suitable distance from combustible or flammable materials, 
ensured by an air gap or suitable insulating material.

 - Be of uniform internal section, preferably round. Square or rectangular 
sections must have rounded corners with a radius of at least 20 mm 
and a maximum ratio between the sides of 1.5 (Fig. 3-4-5).

 - The walls must be smooth if possible and without narrowing. Bends 
must be regular and without discontinuity (Fig. 6).

 d It is forbidden to make fixed or mobile apertures on the flue 
pipe to connect appliances other than the one to which it is 
already connected.

 d It is forbidden to pass other air ducts or service pipes inside 
the flue pipe, however large it is.

 a If the flue pipe is an incorrect size or installed other than in 
compliance with the above instructions, the factory cannot 
be held liable for malfunctioning of the product, damage to 
property or injury to persons or animals.

We recommend that the flue must have a chamber for collecting solid matter and any condensate located below the connection and which may be 
easily inspected by means of an airtight door. (Fig. 1)
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DT2010024-021.1 SINGLE ChIMNEy OR FLUEwAy

DT2010031-011.2 SOOT INSPECTION

Fig. 2 

Fig. 3 

Fig. 5 

Fig. 4 

Fig. 6 
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The chimney stack is a device fitted on the top of the chimney that is designed to 
aid dispersion of the products of combustion in the atmosphere.
The chimney stack must comply with the following requirements:
 - It must have an internal section and shape the same as the flue (A).
 - It must have a useful outlet section (B) of not less than twice that of the flue (A).
 - The part of the chimney that emerges from the roof or remains in contact with 
the outside (e.g. in the case of a flat roof), must be covered with brick or tile 
elements and in any case well insulated.

 - It must be built in such a way as to prevent the penetration of rain, snow and 
foreign matter into the flue and to ensure that in the event of winds from all 
directions and angle, discharge of the combustion products is assured (chimney 
stack with down-draught cowl).

Recommended distances for correct chimney operation.
To ensure trouble-free operation of the chimney and allow correct dilution of the 
products of combustion in the air, the chimney stack must be installed at the 
distances given below:
 - 6-8 metres from any buildings or other obstacles that are higher than the 
chimney stack.

 - 50 centimetres higher than any obstacles located at a distance less than 5 
metres.

 - Outside the reflux area. The size and shape of this area differ according to the 
angle of inclination of the roof and it is therefore necessary to adopt the minimum 
heights shown below.

Example: Check the slope of the roof (column α), and the anticipated distance of 
the chimney stack from the axis of the ridge (column A); if the distance is greater 
than “A” the height of the chimney stack may be read in (column H); if the distance 
is less than “A” the chimney stack must rise above the ridge by 0.5 metres.

DT2010025-031.3 ChIMNEy STACk

A

B*

* B it is twice
of to A

6-8 m

FLAT ROOF

5 m or less 5 m or lessover 5 m

0.50 m

0.50 m

SLOPING ROOF

height of reflux
area Z

distance more than A

H min

distance
0.50 m above the ridge

ridge axis

at least A

α

REFLUX
AREA

B B

A

Fig. 7 

Fig. 9 

Fig. 10 

Fig. 11 

Fig. 8 

Pitch of the floor Horizontal width of reflux
area from ridge axis

Minimum height of
outlet from root Height of reflux area

α A ALT. mínima Z
15° 1.85 m 1.00 m 0.50 m
30° 1.50 m 1.30 m 0.80 m
45° 1.30 m 2.00 m 1.50 m
60° 1.20 m 2.60 m 2.10 m
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To ensure trouble-free operation the stove/firebox must have the 
necessary air available for combustion and this is provided through the 
fresh air intake.
The fresh air intake must:
 - Have a total free cross section at least equal to the size given in the 
paragraph “TECHNICAL DATA”.

 - Be protected by a grille or suitable guard provided it does not reduce 
the minimum recommended section.

 - Be in a position whereby it cannot be obstructed.

The airflow necessary for the fire may be obtained in different ways:
 - Through a fresh air intake direct into the room of installation (Fig. 12).
 - With ducting through pipes direct to the room of installation, increasing 
the recommended minimum free cross section by at least 15% (Fig. 
13).

 - From an adjacent room to the place of installation provided this air 
flows freely through permanent apertures communicating with the 
outside (Fig. 14-15).

 a The adjacent room from which air is taken must not have a low 
pressure compared to the exterior due to a counter draught 
caused by the presence in that room of another appliance in 
use or of a suction device.
The permanent apertures in the adjacent room must comply 
with the requirements given above.

 d Combustion air must not be taken from adjacent rooms used 
as a garage or a combustible materials store or for activities 
posing a fire hazard.

The appliance should be installed in a location which allows safe and convenient use as well as easy maintenance. If the product being installed 
requires an electrical socket, the room must also be provided with an earthed power supply in accordance with current regulations.
The room where the appliance is to be installed must comply with the following requirements.

 a It can not be used as a garage, store for combustible material or for activities with a risk of fire.

 a It can not be in a vacuum in relation to the outside environment due to the effect of contrary draught caused by the presence in the 
room where the firebox is installed of another appliance or an extractor device.

 a Do not use two stoves, a firebox and a stove, a firebox and a wood-fired cooking range, etc. in the same environment, since the 
draught of one could affect the draught of the other.

• Devices suitable for cooking food with relative hoods without an extractor fan may only be used in kitchens.
• Gas appliances of type C are allowed (refer to current legislation and regulations in the place of installation).

DT2010539-031.4 FRESh AIR INTAkE

DT2010033-011.5 INSTALLATION ENvIROMENT

Fig. 12 Fig. 13 

Fig. 14 

Fig. 15 
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 d Gas appliances of type B are not allowed (refer to current legislation and regulations in the place of installation).

 d The firebox must not be used simultaneously with collective type ventilation ducts with or without extractor fan, other devices or 
other appliances such as: forced ventilation systems or other heating systems using ventilation to change the air. Such systems could 
cause a vacuum in the environment of installation even if installed in adjoining or communicating rooms.

 d The firebox must not be used: in stairwells except in buildings with no more than two apartments; in corridors for common use; in 
bedrooms; in bathrooms or shower-rooms.

Check the load-bearing capacity of the floor referring to the weight of the product given in the paragraph “TECHNICAL DATA”.
If the floor has an unsuitable load-bearing capacity, take adequate countermeasures.

Check the heating capacity of the appliance by comparing the rated power given in the paragraph “TECHNICAL DATA” with the power required by 
the environment to be heated.
The energy requirement may be calculated approximately by multiplying the square metres of area by the height of the ceiling; the result is then 
multiplied by a coefficient, which depends on the degree of insulation of the building, that is, on internal and external factors of the dwelling:
 - Internal factors: type of window and door frames, thickness of the insulation and walls, type of building materials, presence of stairwells, walls 
with extensive glazing, high ceilings, position of the rooms to be heated in relation to other adjacent heated or unheated rooms, ….

 - External factors: geographical position, average outdoor temperature, exposure, wind speed, latitude, altitude,…

Example of approximate calculation of the energy requirement to heat a fixed volume to 18/20° C:
The coefficient that is normally used is determined according to the real conditions as they occur case by case.
• From 0.04 to 0.05 kW per cubic metre in a well insulated environment.
• From 0.05 to 0.06 kW per cubic metre in a poorly insulated environment.

3 rooms measuring 20 m2 X (H ceiling) 2.7 m = 162 m3 (volume)
In an environment with a good degree of insulation, an average value (coefficient) of 0.045 kW may be taken
162 (volume) X 0.045 (kW) = 7.3 kW necessary (6300 kcal/h)
Conversion 1 kW = 860 kcal/h

 a Consult a heating technician or engineer for a correct check and calculation of the requirement of the environments to be heated (see 
“REFERENCE STANDARDS”).

DT2010032-001.6 LOAd-bEARING CAPACITy OF ThE FLOOR

DT2010130-011.7 hEATING CAPACITy

 a The pellet stove is not the same as other stoves. It has a forced draught of flue gas by a fan, which keeps the firebox in a vacuum 
and the entire flueway slightly pressurised. For this reason the flue must be completely airtight and correctly installed to ensure both 
trouble-free operation and user safety.

• The flueway must be made by specialised personnel or firms, as outlined below.
• The flue must be installed in such a way as to guarantee that periodic cleaning can be carried out without dismantling any parts whatsoever.
• Pipes should always be sealed with silicone (not cement-based sealants) or specially adapted gaskets/seals, which retain their strength and 

elasticity at high temperatures (250°C), and should be fixed with 3.9 mm ø self-tapping screws.

 a Using the relative pipe clips, fix the flue to the wall so that it does not weigh on the smoke fan.

 d Do not install dampers or valves that could block the passage of flue gas.

 d Do not connect to a flueway into which other appliances (boilers, extractor hoods, etc.) discharge fumes or vapours.

DT2010229-041.8 FLUEwAy
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Ø100mm

Ø80mm

STRAIGHT REDUCER
Ø80>Ø100

TEE WITH SEALING PLUG

Fig. 16 Pipes and maximum usable lengths
Pipes of painted aluminium-clad steel (minimum thickness 1.5 mm), 
stainless steel (AISI 316) or enamelled steel (minimum thickness 
0.5mm) with a nominal diameter of 80 or 100 mm (for pipes which run 
inside the flue maximum diameter 150 mm) can be used.
The male-female connectors must have a minimum length of 50 mm.
The diameter of the pipes depends on the type of installation. The stove 
was designed to take 80 mm diameter pipes but, as shown in Table 
1, in some cases the use of double-lined 100 mm diameter pipes is 
recommended.

TABLE 1 PIPE LENGTH

TYPE OF 
INSTALLATION

WITH 80 mm 
DIAMETER 

PIPE

WITH DOUBLE-
WALLED 100 mm 
DIAMETER PIPE

Maximum length
(with three 90° bends)

4.5 m 8 m

For installations more 
than 1200m above sea 
level

- Required

Maximum number of 
bends

3 4

Length of horizontal 
sections with minimum 
3% gradient

2 m 2 m

 a Losses in pressure associated with a 90° bend can be compared to those incurred by one metre of pipe. An inspectable union-tee can 
be considered equivalent to a 90° bend.

EXAMPLE: if installing a section greater than 4.5 m in length with 80 mm diameter pipe, calculate the maximum usable length in the following ways:

• If a maximum of three 90° bends are used, the maximum length of the section will be 4.5 m.

• If a maximum of two 90° bends are used and bearing in mind that a 90° bend can be replaced by one metre of pipe, the maximum length of the 
section will be 4,5 m + 1 m = 5,5 m.

• If a maximum of one 90° bend is used and bearing in mind that a 90° bend can be replaced by one metre of pipe, the maximum length of the 
section will be 4,5 m + 1 m + 1 m = 6,5 m.

Where 100 mm diameter pipe must be used, connect it to the stove flue outlet with a 80mm union-tee then use a 80 mm 100 mm adaptor (not 
supplied by Superior) (Fig. 16).

DIRECTION
OF CLEANING

DIRECTION OF CLEANING

DIRECTION
OF CLEANING

TEE

TEE

INSULATING
MATERIAL

Max. 2m

(min. 3%)

Fig. 17 Union-tee
The use of this type of fitting must allow for the collection of condensate 
mixed with soot, which builds up inside the pipe. It must also permit 
periodic cleaning of the flue without the need to disassemble the pipes.
This type of fitting can be bought at Superior retail outlets together with 
the pipes.
An example is given below of a flueway connection, which allows 
complete cleaning without having to disassemble the pipes (Fig. 17).
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If you wish to use an existing chimney it is strongly recommended that 
you have it checked by a professional chimneysweep to ensure that it 
is completely airtight. The reason for this is that the smoke, because it 
is slightly pressurised, can infiltrate any cracks in the flue and escape 
into living spaces. If upon inspection you find that the chimney is not 
completely sound, it is recommended that you insert piping made of 
new material. If the existing chimney is wide enough we recommend a 
pipe with a maximum diameter of 150 mm. It is also recommended that 
you insulate the chimney flue (Fig. 18-19).

Pipes and bends made by the factory are recommended for connection 
to the flueway, since they are sized to fit the flue outlet of the appliance.

Other pipes may be applied after adaptation and checking of the 
compatibility of the coupling, taking into account that the pipes and 
bends must be made in compliance with current regulations. In this 
case, however, the factory only guarantees trouble-free operation for 
parts that it manufactures and that are used according to specifications.

• If the connector has to pass through partitions or walls of inflammable 
or heat-sensitive materials, or through load-bearing walls, create an 
insulating barrier equal to or greater than 10 cm around the connector 
using mineral-based insulating material (rock wool, ceramic fibre) 
with a nominal density greater than 80 kg/m3.

• If the connector has to pass through non-flammable partitions 
or walls, create an insulating barrier equal to or greater than 5 cm 
around the connector using mineral-based insulating material (rock 
wool, ceramic fibre) with a nominal density greater than 80 kg/m3.

• Check that the connection to the flueway is gas/smoke-tight, since 
the appliance operates in a vacuum.

• Check that the pipe does not penetrate too far into the flueway, thereby 
choking the pipe for the passage of smoke and combustion gases.

 a Ensure that all installation work is carried out to professional 
standards.

DT2010230-021.9 CONNECTING TO A CONvENTIONAL ChIMNEy

CHIMNEY STACK 

TEE

Ø 80 mm

INSULATING MATERIAL

Ø 150 mm MAX

PIPE INSERTION

INSPECTION
WINDOWS

WITH DAMAGED FLUE

CLOSING FLANGE 

SEALING FLANGE IN
STAINLESS STEEL

OR ALUMINIUM

FRESH AIR INTAKE WITH
NON-CLOSABLE GRILLE

Fig. 18 

Fig. 19 
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DT2010232-021.10 USING AN ExTERNAL FLUE

An external flue can be used provided it complies with the following 
requirements:
 - Use only insulated stainless steel pipes (double-lined) fixed to the 
outside wall of the building (Fig. 20).

 - There must be an inspection opening at the base of the flue to permit 
periodic checks and maintenance.

 - The flue must be fitted at the top with a chimney stack with down-
draught cowl, also ensuring compliance with the safety distance from 
the roof ridge as outlined in the section entitled “CHIMNEY STACK”.

 a Ensure that all installation work is carried out to professional 
standards.

FRESH AIR INTAKE WITH
NON-CLOSABLE GRILLE

d

Fig. 20 

The product must be installed and used in compliance with the manufacturer’s instructions and European and national standards as well as local 
regulations.

 a When a flue pipe passes through a wall or a ceiling, special installation methods must be applied (protection, thermal insulation, 
distances from heat-sensitive materials, etc.). See the paragraph “CONNECTION TO THE FLUEWAY”.

• It is also recommended that all elements made of combustible or inflammable material, such as beams, wooden furniture, curtaining, flammable 
liquids, etc. be kept outside the heat radiation range of the firebox and at a distance of at least 80 cm from the heating block.

• For other information, see the paragraph “MINIMUM SAFETY DISTANCES” and “CONNECTION TO THE FLUEWAY”.
• The flue pipe, chimney stack, chimney and fresh air intake must always be free of obstructions, clean and checked periodically, that is, at least 

twice during the seasonal period from the lighting of the firebox and during its use. When the firebox has not been used for some time it is advisable 
to carry out the checks mentioned above. For further information, consult a chimneysweep.

• Only use recommended fuels (See section “FUEL”).

DT2010027-021.11 PREvENTION OF dOMESTIC FIRES
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DT2011553-04 1.12 MINIMUM SAFETy dISTANCES

The position of the product inside the room must take into account not 
only the regulations, heating requirements, the shape of the installation 
and adjoining rooms but also accessibility during installation, use and 
maintenance operations.
It is therefore recommended that an area greater than the one indicated, 
is left around the appliance to facilitate maintenance interventions and 
prevent overheating problems.

The walls adjacent to the product, the structure above the appliance 
and the floor on which the appliance rests must be in non-flammable 
material.

Installation is allowed near heat sensitive or flammable objects as long 
as there is suitable insulation protection and distances are respected 
(for example, in the case of a wooden floor, a protective base must be 
used).

Construction elements which are already present such as wooden 
beams or a counter-hood and all trims in combustible material must be 
positioned outside the irradiating range of the product and away from 
any grilles or slits from which hot air is releases. Suitable insulating 
material must be used.

 a The product must be installed in compliance with the 
appropriate safety distances from the walls and objects. 
Failure to comply with these indications could result in fire.

 a Keep any flammable products such as: wood furniture, 
carpets, curtains, flammable liquids, etc.. well away from the 
product during operation (please refer to distance C).

Please refer to the section "TECHNICAL DATA" and installation 
instructions for the values.

 a Distance (F): for information regarding the safety distances, 
installation methods, maintenance, safety and insulation, 
please refer to the indications attached provided by the flue 
pipe manufacturer.

 a The minimum distance (F) from heat sensitive construction 
elements or inflammable materials must be respected along 
the entire length of the flue pipe (for example, cladding, 
walls, beams or wooden ceilings, etc.), furthermore, when a 
pipe passes through a wall or ceiling, particular installation 
methods must be applied.

 a In order to ensure safety where there may be the risk of 
accidental contact with the flue pipe, the external surface 
must be sufficiently protected in compliance with regulations 
and instructions provided by the flue pipe manufacturer.

Key:
1 Appliance (heat generator)
2 Rear wall
3 Side wall
4 Radiant area of the fireside opening
5 Floor protection
A Product air distance from rear wall
B Product air distance from side walls
C Area clear of flammable objects
D Distance of front floor protection overhang
E Distance between inside edge of fireside opening and the 

edge of the floor protection
F Air distance of the flue pipe from the other elements
H Free distance from the upper edge of the product

A

F

F

E ECD

B

F

B1

4

5

2

33

F

F

F

H

F

Fig. 21 

Fig. 22 
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2.0 FEATURES ANd TEChNICAL dATA

Cladding: ................................enamelled steel with majolica insert
Interior: ...................................steel
Baffle plate and hearth: ...........cast iron
Grate: .....................................cast iron
Door: ......................................cast iron with ceramic glass heat resistant up to 750°C
Handle: ...................................enamelled steel
Control panel: .........................display with digital controls and remote control (optional)
Timer thermostat: ...................standard with daily, weekly and weekend programming modes divided into two time bands
Power setting: .........................from 1 to 4
Ash drawer: ............................removable
Fuel: .......................................natural pure wood pellets (see “FUEL” section)
Heating: ..................................forced ventilation

DT2011845-002.1 FEATURES

DT2032712-002.2 dIMENSIONS

Measurements in cm.
A = Smoke outlet diameter
* Minimum height required by side outlet (optional).

96

22,7
13,7

45,5

29,5* 29,5*

43

6,9

5,2

13,7

A

A = 8 cm

Fig. 23 
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Description
Room sensor NTC 10K provided
Cable L=200 Schuko IEC provided
Pellet stove door handle tool provided
Grate baffle plate provided
Silicone paint spray can optional
Humidifier optional
Side flue gas outlet kit optional
Remote control kit optional
Pipes and elbows for connection to the flueway optional
Floor protection optional
GPRS module for remote stove control optional

DT2011846-042.3 TEChNICAL dATA
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Model  CLEO 

 
Product type  SP50-01 

Description Unit of 
measurement 

 at rated 
power 

at reduced 
power 

Fuel   natural pure wood pellets 
Thermal power kW  6,0 2,5 
Hourly fuel consumption kg/h  1,352 0,600 
Efficiency %  92,1 90,0 

CONTENT OF SMOKE EMISSIONS    

CO (at 13% O2) 
%  0,019 0,020 

mg/Nm³  242,1 300,0 
Dust (at 13% of O2) mg/Nm³  29,8 - 
Dust (at 0% of O2) mg/MJ  15,6 - 
OGC (at 0% O2) mg/MJ  3,10 - 
NOx (at 0% O2) mg/MJ  89,40 - 

ELECTRICAL DATA   

Maximum power draw W  370,0 
Absorbed power in operation W  90 
Electrical power supply V  230 
Frequency Hz  50 

PHYSICAL DATA    

Approximate hopper capacity  
kg  10,5 
l  16 

Exhaust outlet diameter cm  8 
Weight of appliance with cladding kg  90 

AIR FLOW   

Fresh air intake (minimum useful section) cm2  100 

CERTIFICATION DATA   

Test report N°  K4332014E10 
Notified laboratory N°  2456 
Declaration of performance N°  H07900166 

TECHNICAL DATA FOR FLUE CALCULATIONS    

Smoke flow g/s  4,80 3,40 
Average temp. smoke in gas outlet pipe °C  121,0 97,7 
Minimum draught Pa  10 10 

MINIMUM SAFETY DISTANCES (see paragraph “MINIMUM SAFETY DISTANCES”)   
A Product air distance from the rear non-flammable wall cm  5 

Product air distance from the rear inflammable wall cm  20 
B Product air distance from side walls cm  20 
C Area clear of flammable objects cm  80 
D Distance of front floor protection overhang cm  50 
E Distance between inside edge of firebox opening and the edge of the floor protection cm  30 
H Distance clear from top edge of product cm  40 

(UK) 

Laboratory measured data with pellet thermal power of 5 kWh/kg.
Note: The above data may vary in relation to pellet size and type used (see "FUEL" chapter).

DT2011648-002.4 ACCESSORIES ANd EqUIPMENT
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Every product is identified by a rating plate showing the model (A) and the performance of the appliance as well as a plate giving the serial number.
The rating plate is located on the rear panel of the stove, while the plate with the serial number is located on the underside of the hopper lid.
A label bearing the serial number is also applied on the cover last page of the “Installation, operation and maintenance” booklet.
Always give the information shown on these plates to the dealer or the Service Centre when requesting service or spare parts.

DT2011541-002.5 PROdUCT IdENTIFICATION dATA

A
SERIAL NUMBER

Fig. 24 Fig. 25 

To prevent accidents or damage to the product we recommend the 
following:
 - Unpacking and installation must be carried out by at least two people.
 - The product must always be moved and handled with suitable 
equipment in full compliance with current safety regulations.

 - The packaged product must be kept in the position according to the 
directions shown by the diagrams and notices on the pack.

 - If ropes, straps or chains are used, ensure that they are able to take 
the weight of the pack and that they are in good condition.

 - Use slow continuous movements when moving the pack to avoid 
jerking the ropes, chains, etc.

 - Do not tilt the package excessively to avoid toppling.
 - Never stand in the vicinity of loading/unloading equipment (forklift 
trucks, cranes, etc.).

Before proceeding with installation, remove the securing brackets (A) having removed the relative fastening screws. (Fig. 26)

 a Unpack the product being careful not to damage or scratch it, take the accessories kit and any pieces of polystyrene or cardboard 
used to wedge moveable parts etc. out of the stove. Keep packaging (plastic bags, polystyrene, etc.) out of reach of children, since it 
could be a potential source of danger, and dispose of according to local regulations.
To make moving and handling of the stove easier for installation purposes, it is advisable to remove the cladding in accordance with 
the procedure described in the paragraph “REMOVING THE CLADDING” and then refit it upon completion of installation. If you decide 
to install the stove without removing the cladding, take great care not to buckle, scratch or in any way damage the bottom of the side 
panels and the lower front panel.

3.0 PREPARING FOR INSTALLATION

A

Fig. 26 
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Fig. 27 Pursuant to current regulations on the safety of electrical equipment, 
you must contact a Superior After-Sales Service Centre or a qualified 
electrician for all and any work connected with installation, maintenance 
or servicing that involves access to electrical parts.

Cladding
• Having completed assembly of the stove and installed any external 

room thermostat, check that the humidifier (optional) is properly 
inserted into its seat (see the paragraph “HUMIDIFIER”) and finally fit 
the ceramic panel into the top. (Fig. 27)

4.0 INSTALLATION

Power cable (6)
• The stove/firebox comes with a power cable which must be connected 

to a 230V/50Hz mains socket. Connection to the rear of the stove/
firebox is shown in fig. 29.

• The power rating is indicated in the paragraph “TECHNICAL DATA”.

 a The appliance must be connected to an efficient earthing/
grounding system.
Ensure that in its normal position the power cable does not 
come into contact with any heated parts.
Ensure that the electrical plug is accessible also after 
installation of the stove.

Room sensor connection (5)
• When installing the stove/firebox, it is necessary to connect the room 

sensor (provided) to the correct jack (Fig. 28). The sensor can be 
positioned as shown in fig. 29, otherwise remove the band, uncoil the 
lead and then place the sensor in a spot where a more accurate room 
temperature reading can be obtained.

Pipe tap (3)
• The appliance has an external socket for measuring the pressure 

(vacuum) of the flue gas outlet pipe. This control and verification should 
be carried out by authorised personnel at the time of installation or 
during maintenance.

Connection to the DB9 serial socket (7)
• The appliance has a DB9 serial socket, which is used to check 

appliance operation. Controls should be carried out by authorised 
personnel at the time of installation or during maintenance.

• The optional GPRS kit, if ordered, may be connected to the DB9 serial 
socket.

1 External socket for connection of 
room sensor.

2 Socket for power lead.
3 External pressure pipe tap.
4 Knockout for inserting cable gland 

PG7 for connection of external 
thermostat.

1

2

3

7

4

56

Fig. 28 Fig. 29 

5 Room sensor connection.
6 Power cable connection.
7 DB9 serial socket

DT2011601-014.1 ELECTRICAL CONNECTION ANd CONTROLS
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DT2011598-004.2 INSTALLING ThE ExTERNAL ThERMOSTAT

If work has to be carried out inside the cladding, the side panels must 
be removed as follows:
 - Remove the upper grille (A) after unscrewing the 4 fastening screws 
(B). (Fig. 33)

 - Remove the 2 screws (C) that secure the lower front panel (D), lift it 
slightly and then pull it outwards to remove. (Fig. 34)

DT2011600-004.3 REMOvING ThE CLAddING

1 Thermostat
2 Electronic board 2-pin terminal

TERM

Fig. 30 

1

2

3

4

Fig. 31 Fig. 32 

3 Cable gland PG 7 
4 Thermostat cable terminal

A

B

C

D

Fig. 33 

Fig. 34 

The appliance is designed to be connected to an external room thermostat 
with a normally open contact (not supplied by the manufacturer).
The thermostat is connected using a 2x0.5 mm2 type cable, secured 
with a PG7 cable gland to be inserted into the prearranged hole on the 
rear panel (Fig. 28).
This operation must be carried out by authorised personnel.

To install, proceed as follows:
 - Disconnect the electrical supply before working on the appliance.
 - Access the electronic board. It could be necessary to remove part of 
the cladding (see INSTALLING /REMOVING THE CLADDING) and the 
protective panel of the electronic board (if present).

 - Remove the knockout in the rear panel (position 4 – Fig. 28).
 - Insert the thermostat cable into the PG7 cable gland and then insert it 
into the prearranged hole on the rear panel (Fig. 32).

 - Connect the thermostat cable terminal to a 2 PIN terminal and then 
insert this in the TERM position on the board as shown in figure 30.

 - Pay attention to the wiring trail inside the stove which must not make 
contact with hot or moving parts.

 - Refit all the components previously removed.

 a Do not connect any live element to the terminal TERM.
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 - Remove the side panel after unscrewing the 2 front screws (E) (Fig. 
35) and loosen the rear screws (F) that secure it. (Fig. 36)

 - Follow the same procedure for the other side.

 - Refit the cladding by repeating the above steps in the reverse order.

E

F

Fig. 35 

Fig. 36 

The product is supplied with flue connection at the rear.
By purchasing the relative kit, it is, however, possible for the outlet to be 
on the right or the left side of the stove.

Proceed as follows:
 - Remove the side panels (see paragraph “REMOVING THE CLADDING”).
 - Remove the smoke sensor (A) after having removed the relative 
fastening screw (B). (Fig. 37)

 - Remove the rear flue gas outlet pipe (C) from the connector spigot 
after having removed the relative fastening screws (D).
Close off the hole using the hole cover (E), fixing it to the rear panel 
with the screws provided in the kit (F). (Fig. 38)

DT2011850-004.4 SIdE FLUE GAS OUTLET (OPTIONAL)

A

B

D

C

E
F

Fig. 37 

Fig. 38 
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 - Replace the removed pipe with the side flue connection (G), fastening 
it to the connector spigot using the previously removed screw (D), 
with the elbow to the left or right as required. (Fig. 39)
Seal the joint between the side flue connection and the connector 
spigot with silicone (no cement substance) (see paragraph “FLUE 
PIPE”).

 - Fit the smoke sensor, inserting it as far as it will go into the relative 
housing (I) and secure it with the screw (B) taken from the rear flue 
connection, see figure 37. (Fig. 40)

INSTALLATION WITH FLUE CONNECTION ON THE RIGHT SIDE.
 - The MINIMUM distance of the flue outlet pipe from the stove is given 
in the paragraph “SIZE” in the instruction booklet accompanying the 
product; this measurement is obtained by inserting a pipe of diameter 
80 mm and length 150 mm (height H – Fig. 41 between the side flue 
connection and the union tee.
The section of pipe must be sealed with silicone (no cement 
substance) and fastened with a self-tapping screw Ø 3.9 mm (see 
paragraph “FLUE PIPE”).

INSTALLATION WITH FLUE CONNECTION ON THE LEFT SIDE.
 - Insert no pipe between the side flue connection and the union tee: the 
MINIMUM distance is obtained directly with the side flue connection.

 - Remove the knockout (L) to be found in the lower part of the relative 
side panel, taking care not to scratch or buckle the panel (Fig. 42).
Apply the edge gasket (M) provided in the kit to the edge of the hole 
obtained in the panel. Cut off any excess gasket.

 a It is advisable to fix the gasket in place using a few drops of 
high temperature resistant silicone.

 - Refit the previously removed cladding, proceeding in the reverse order 
to the instructions given for its removal.

 - Connect to the flueway according to the instructions given in the 
section “GENERAL RULES”.

G

D

I

H

M

L

Fig. 39 

Fig. 40 

Fig. 41 

Fig. 42 
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The wood pellet is obtained by pressing wood sawdust left over from 
the working of natural dried wood. The typical small, cylindrical form is 
obtained by passing the material through a die. Thanks to lignin, a natural 
element which is released during the pressing of the raw material, the 
pellets acquire a good consistency and compactness without requiring 
treatment with additives or caking agents.
There are various types of pellet on the market with qualities and 
characteristics that vary depending on the processes they have 
undergone and the type of wood used in their production.

Since the characteristics and quality of the pellet considerably 
affect stove performance, efficiency and proper operation, we 
recommend that you use high-quality pellets.
The factory has tested and programmed its stoves and can ensure 
best performance and trouble-free operation using pellets with the 
following specific characteristics:

Pellet characteristics

Components natural pure wood pellet

Length, approx. 10 – 30 mm

Diameter, approx. 6 – 6.5 mm

Apparent density, approx. 650 kg/m3

Specific weight, approx. > 1.0 kg/dm3

Net heat value, approx. 5 kWh/kg

Moisture content, approx. <8%

Residual ash, approx. <0.5%

N.B.: the above data refer to beech/fir wood pellets

To ensure trouble-free operation:
DO NOT use pellets with dimensions other than those recommended by 
the manufacturer.
DO NOT use poor quality pellets containing sawdust, bark, maize, resins 
or chemical substances, additives or adhesives.
DO NOT use damp pellets.

Choosing other and unsuitable pellets
 - obstructs the grate and flue gas pipes;
 - increases fuel consumption;
 - reduces efficiency;
 - means that proper stove operation cannot be guaranteed;
 - causes dirt to build up on the glass;
 - leaves particles which have failed to burn and heavy cinders.

The presence of moisture in the pellets increases their volume and 
causes them to split which in turn causes:
 - malfunction of the fuel-loading system;
 - inefficient combustion.

Pellets should be stored in a sheltered, dry place.
To use good quality pellets with dimensions and heat-producing 
properties other than those recommended above, it will be necessary to 
change the stove operating parameters.

 a This “customisation” of stove settings must be carried out at 
a Superior Service Centre or by specially qualified personnel 
authorised by the factory.

 a Using pellets that are out of date or not in conformity with 
the manufacturer’s recommendations not only damages the 
stove and jeopardises its performance, but can render the 
guarantee null and void and relieves the manufacturer of all 
liability.

5.0 FUEL
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DT2010730-015.1 LOAdING ThE PELLETS

• In order to load pellets into the tank, we recommend removing the 
bag flap opening and emptying it into the tank. This way, the loading 
operation is easier and you avoid spilling the pellets over the appliance.

 a Do not allow the build-up of residue at the bottom of the tank.

 a When loading pellets make sure that they do not spill out of 
the tank and fall inside the stove because it could ignite when 
in contact with hot parts.

 a DO NOT LOAD PELLETS WHEN STOVE IS ON if the red refill 
indicator is visible inside the pellet tank (see figure above).

Follow the instructions below if the red refill indicator is visible:
 - switch off the stove;
 - reload the tank as described above.

The auger must have time to fill; during this phase, the pellet is not 
distributed within the combustion chamber and it is very likely that the 
first start-up attempt fails (no lit), see table "EMPTY BRAZIER".
Shut down the stove if the alarm trips by pressing and briefly holding 
the ON/OFF button, empty the pellets inside the brazier and set a new 
start-up.
The residual pellet in the brazier must be disposed of.

Fig. 43 Fig. 44 

Fig. 45 

6.0 USE

• Do not use the stove as a cooking appliance.
• Ensure that the room in which the stove is installed is sufficiently well ventilated (fresh air intake).
• Ensure that all joints in the flue are hermetically sealed using a silicone- (not cement-) based sealant which is resistant to temperatures of up to 

250ºC and which shows no sign of deterioration.
• Check (or have checked) regularly that the flue is clean.
• Under no circumstances use fuels other than pellets.
• Remove any deposits of unused pellets left by failed ignition before restarting the stove.

 a During operation some parts of the stove (door, handle, controls, ceramic parts) can reach high temperatures. Take great care and all 
the necessary precautions, especially in the presence of children, the elderly or disabled and pets.
Keep any inflammable object well away from the stove while it is in use (MINIMUM 80 cm from the front panel).
While in use the door must remain closed and the glass must be present and intact. The removal of the protective grille inside the 
pellet hopper is strictly prohibited. If replenishing with pellets while the stove is lit, ensure that the bag does not come into contact 
with any hot surfaces
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DT2011650-016.1 CONTROL PANEL

 - The stove features a digital control panel that allows the user to control all of the functions.
 - The display shows the current time (e.g. 12:30) or room temperature and the OFF message when the stove is connected to the electrical main 
but is not on.

Following is a list of the various control panel buttons; these have been numbered in order to allow simple and rapid identification.

.8:8:8.8

Button 4
(ON-OFF)

Controls:
 - manual start-up/shut down of the stove;
 - exit from programming mode 

.8:8:8.8

Buttons 5 and 6 
(adjustment/selection)

When the stove is in the active phase they allow:
 - power setting from 1 to 4

When the stove is in the programming phase they allow:
 - access to the programming menu (button 6).
 - scrolling through the menu and thermostat programmes;
 - scrolling through the memory counters (parameter sub-menu).

.8:8:8.8

Buttons 1 and 2
(adjustment/selection)

When the stove is in the active phase they allow:
 - setting the room temperature from 7°C to 30°C;
 - reading of temperature or current time (button 1).

When the stove is in the programming phase they allow:
 - language selection;
 - selection of day and time for clock settings;
 - thermostat parameter setting;
 - display mode setting;
 - Energy Saving setting;
 - display sleep mode setting.

.8:8:8.8

Button 3
(SET)

Controls:
 - confirmation of menu selected.

.8:8:8.8 Control display

Shows:
 - current time / room temperature;
 - power level;
 - functions engaged.

1 2 3 4 5 6
12:30    off

DT2011651-016.2 SETTING ThE LANGUAGE

Activity description Display message

Press button 6 for a few seconds
The display shows the message "SELEZIONA LINGUA".
Confirm by pressing SET.

SELEZIONA LINGUA

Scroll through the languages on the display using buttons 1 and 2 until showing the 
desired language. Example: “ENG”.
Confirm by pressing SET.

ENG LINGUA

Once confirmed the display shows the message "FUNCTION ENABLED" and the display 
automatically reverts to its initial screen. FUNCTION ENABLED

This function allows the user to select one of the languages available in relation to country of installation. 

Factory settings are in Italian.
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DT2011652-016.3 PROGRAMMING

Pressing button 6 for at least 5 seconds accesses the stove programming mode. Press buttons 5 and 6 repeatedly to scroll through the main menu 
on the display. Pressing button 4 again returns to the previous menu.
After selecting the function to set, confirm it by pressing the SET button and proceed to sub-menu settings with buttons 1 and 2. 
Confirm the selection with the SET button and continue in this fashion until the display shows the message "FUNCTION ENABLED".
The appliance returns to its initial display.

HOURS

FUNCTION ENABLED 

MINUTES

DAY

MONTH

YEAR

FUNCTION ENABLED 

ENG LANGUAGE

FRA LANGUAGE

DEU LANGUAGE

NED LANGUAGE

WE DAY

TH DAY

FR DAY

SA DAY

SU DAY

1° STOP -1° START

2° STOP -2° START

3° STOP -3° START

EMPTY BRAZIER

ENERGY SAVING OFF STOP OFF START

SET CHRONO PROGRAM DAY

PROGRAM WEEK

PROGRAM WEEK- END

LOADING AUGER IN LOAD

10:10 OFF SELECT LANGUAGE ITA LANGUAGE

TU DAY

ESP LANGUAGE

POR LANGUAGE

SET CLOCK MO DAY

MENU PARAMETER SETTINGS FACTORY

DISPLAY SLEEP MODE OFF DISPLAY SLEEP MODE

00.0 LOADING AUGER

0000 ENCODER

FUNCTION ENABLED 

ON DISPLAY SLEEP MODE

HOURS DISPLAY

DATA BANK

SETTINGS LOAD

SETTINGS SMOKE EXT

FUNCTION ENABLED 

TEMP DISPLAY

STATE STOVE 20° PROBE SMOKE

MODE DISPLAY

EXTERNAL THERMOSTAT MODULATION

STOP

FUNCTION ENABLED 

0000 HOURS TOTAL

0000 HOURS PARTIAL

0000 NUMBER START

ESC

RESET PARTHOUR

RESET ALARM

MEM 1-2-3-4-5

MEMORY COUNTERS
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Activity description Display message

Press button 6 for a few seconds
Scroll through the menu that appears on the display with buttons 5 and 6 until the 
option SET CLOCK appears. Confirm by pressing SET.

SET CLOCK

Scroll through the days of the week on the display until reaching the desired day with 
buttons 1 and 2. Confirm by pressing SET. MO DAY

Scroll through the hours of the day on the display until reaching the desired hour with 
buttons 1 and 2. Confirm by pressing SET. 10: HOURS

Scroll through the minutes of the day on the display until reaching the desired minutes 
with buttons 1 and 2. Confirm by pressing SET.   :32 MINUTES

Select the current day of the week using buttons 1 and/or 2.
Confirm with SET. 16 DAY

Select the current month of the year using buttons 1 and/or 2.
Confirm with SET. 10 MONTH

Select the current month of the year using buttons 1 and/or 2.
Confirm with SET. 13 YEAR

The display automatically reverts to the initial screen 10:32 OFF

DT2011643-026.4 SETTING ThE CLOCk

The correct time setting is required for the use of all time-dependant functions.
The clock allows programming of the following values: days, hours and minutes.
These values are displayed sequentially by pressing the SET button.

DT2011653-01 6.5 ThERMOSTAT

The function of the thermostat is to allow the user to program the stove so that it is switched on and off independently without the manual 
intervention of an operator.
This thermostat allows you to select the daily, weekly and weekend programs with a maximum of 2 cycles in two different time slots.

For example: 1st cycle: from 06.00h to 09.00h.
 2nd cycle: from 20.30h to 23.00h.

• In PROGRAM DAY the 2 time slots established can be engaged or disabled for all days of the week.
For example: the user wants the stove to switch on the stove from 06:00h to 09:00h every day.

• In PROGRAM WEEK the 2 time slots established can be engaged or disabled for all days of the week.
For example: the user wants the stove to switch on from 06:00h to 09:00h on Monday and Tuesday, but not on Wednesday, and so on.

• In PROGRAM WEEK-END the 2 time slots established can be engaged or disabled for Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
For example: the user wants the stove to switch on from 06:00h to 09:00h on Friday, Saturday, but not on Sunday.

This type of thermostat allows for three types of programming (DAY - WEEK - WEEK-END) always saved; the programs can be enabled or disabled 
by selecting the SET CHRONO menu.
We recommend having only one program active in order to avoid program overlap.

 a THE CLOCK MUST BE SYNCHRONISED BY SETTING CURRENT DAY, HOURS AND MINUTES THE FIRST TIME THE PROGRAM IS ACTIVATED, 
similar to buying a new watch and setting the current time. To set current time see the table SETTING THE CLOCK. This operation is 
necessary only the first time that the clock is activated.
In the case of multiple active programs with overlapping time slots the unit will start with the first programmed start-up time and will 
always shut down at the first programmed time regardless of the day, week or weekend program.
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Activity description Display message

Press button 6 for a few seconds
Scroll through the menu that appears on the display with buttons 5 and 6 until the 
option SET CHRONO appears.
Confirm by pressing SET.

set CHRONO

The display shows the message PROGRAM DAY.
Confirm by pressing SET. PROGRAM DAY

Scroll the ON options with buttons 1 and/or 2 to enable the program day or OFF to 
disable it. Confirm by pressing SET.
Press button 4 to exit the program mode if you have disabled the program by selecting 
OFF and do not wish to proceed with programming. Pressing button 4 once brings back 
to the SET CHRONO menu, pressing the button twice brings back to the initial screen.

on ENABLE

DAY

Press buttons 1 and/or 2 to set the switch on time for the first work cycle. Each time 
you press the button an additional 10 minutes are added.
Pressing and holding them down for a few seconds results in automatic rapid 
progression.
Confirm the set time with the button SET.

14:20 START D

PROGRAM 1

Press buttons 1 and/or 2 to set the switch off time of the first work cycle. Each time you 
press the button an additional 10 minutes are added.
Pressing and holding them down for a few seconds results in automatic rapid 
progression.
Confirm the set time with the button SET.

16:00 STop D

PROGRAM 1

Switch off time can be set by programming the OFF item. The OFF item appears at the 
end of the 24 hour cycle by scrolling through the time with buttons 1 and/or 2. Confirm 
by pressing SET.

oFF STop D

PROGRAM 1

Press buttons 1 and/or 2 to set the power output for the first work cycle. Confirm by 
pressing SET.

02 Set D

Power 1

Press buttons 1 and/or 2 to set the room temperature for the first work cycle. Confirm 
by pressing SET.

25° set temp

room 1

The thermostat automatically advances to programming of the second work cycle. If 
you want to continue with the programming of the second cycle, proceed in sequence 
with the operations planned for the first cycle. The number 2 will appear on the display 
to indicate the second work cycle. Otherwise, set the START and STOP of the second 
programming cycle on OFF.

17:20 start D

program 2

PROGRAM DAY DT2011654-01

Activity description Display message

Press button 6 for a few seconds Scroll through the menu that appears on the display 
with buttons 5 and 6 until the option SET CHRONO appears.
Confirm by pressing SET.

set CHRONO

Scroll through the functions on the display until reaching option PROGRAM WEEK. 
Confirm by pressing SET. program week

Scroll through the ON options using buttons 1 and/or 2 to enable the program week, 
OFF to disable. Confirm by pressing SET.
Press button 4 to exit the program mode if you have disabled the program by selecting 
OFF and do not wish to proceed with programming. Pressing button 4 once brings back 
to the SET CHRONO menu, pressing the button twice brings back to the initial screen.

on enable 

week

PROGRAM WEEK DT2011655-01
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Activity description Display message

Press button 6 for a few seconds Scroll through the menu that appears on the display 
with buttons 5 and 6 until the option SET CHRONO appears.
Confirm by pressing SET.

set CHRONO

Scroll through the functions on the display until with buttons 5 and 6 reaching option 
PROGRAM WEEK-END. Confirm by pressing SET. program week-end

Scroll through the ON options using buttons 1 and/or 2 to enable the program week-
end, OFF to disable. Confirm by pressing SET.
Press button 4 to exit the program mode if you have disabled the program by selecting 
OFF and do not wish to proceed with programming. Pressing button 4 once brings back 
to the SET CHRONO menu, pressing the button twice brings back to the initial screen.

on enable 

week-end

Press buttons 1 and/or 2 to set the switch on time for the first work cycle. Each time 
you press the button an additional 10 minutes are added.
Pressing and holding them down for a few seconds results in automatic rapid 
progression. Confirm the set time with the button SET.

14:20 START we

PROGRAM 1

Press buttons 1 and/or 2 to set the switch off time of the first work cycle. Each time you 
press the button an additional 10 minutes are added.
Pressing and holding them down for a few seconds results in automatic rapid 
progression. Confirm the set time with the button SET.

16:00 STop we

PROGRAM 1

Switch off time can be set by programming the OFF item. The OFF item appears at the 
end of the 24 hour cycle by scrolling through the time with buttons 1 and/or 2. Confirm 
by pressing SET.

oFF STop we

PROGRAM 1

PROGRAM WEEK-END DT2011656-01

Activity description Display message

Press buttons 1 and/or 2 to set the switch on time for the first work cycle. Each time 
you press the button an additional 10 minutes are added.
Pressing and holding them down for a few seconds results in automatic rapid 
progression.
Confirm the set time with the button SET.

14:20 START W

PROGRAM 1

Press buttons 1 and/or 2 to set the switch off time of the first work cycle. Each time you 
press the button an additional 10 minutes are added.
Pressing and holding them down for a few seconds results in automatic rapid 
progression.
Confirm the set time with the button SET.

16:00 STop W

PROGRAM 1

Switch off time can be set by programming the OFF item.
The OFF item appears at the end of the 24 hour cycle by scrolling through the time with 
buttons 1 and/or 2. Confirm by pressing SET.

oFF STop W

PROGRAM 1

Press button 2 to select the weekday. 
Press button 1 and select ON to activate the first work cycle for the day selected, or 
select OFF to disable. Proceed likewise for all seven days of the week. Confirm by 
pressing SET.

MO ON days W

lit 1

Press buttons 1 and/or 2 to set the power output for the first work cycle.
Confirm power output by pressing SET.

02 set w

power 1

Press buttons 1 and/or 2 to set the room temperature for the first work cycle.
Confirm room temperature by pressing SET.

25° set temp

room 1

The thermostat automatically advances to programming of the second 
work cycle. If you want to continue with the programming of the second 
cycle, proceed in sequence with the operations planned for the first cycle. 
The number 2 will appear on the display to indicate the second work cycle. 
Otherwise, set the START and STOP of the second programming cycle on OFF.

17:20 start W

program 2
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Activity description Display message

Press button 2 to select the weekday.
Press button 1 and select ON to activate the first work cycle for the day selected, or 
select OFF to disable.
Proceed for the three weekdays Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
Confirm by pressing SET.

SU ON days we

lit 1

Press buttons 1 and/or 2 to set the power output for the first work cycle.
Confirm power output by pressing SET.

02 set we

power 1

Press buttons 1 and/or 2 to set the room temperature for the first work cycle.
Confirm room temperature by pressing SET.

25° set temp

room 1

The thermostat automatically advances to programming of the second work cycle. If 
you want to continue with the programming of the second cycle, proceed in sequence 
with the operations planned for the first cycle. The number 2 will appear on the display 
to indicate the second work cycle. Otherwise, set the START and STOP of the second 
programming cycle on OFF.

17:20 start W

program 2

DT2011676-016.6 MENU PARAMETER

Within the parameter menu the user will be able to interact only with the MEMORY COUNTERS menu as described in the table below: all other items 
are for the sole use of the authorised technical support centre.

Activity description Display message

Press button 6 for a few seconds Scroll through the menu that appears on the display 
with buttons 5 and 6 until the option MENU PARAMETER appears.
Confirm by pressing SET.

MENU PARAMETER

Scroll through the menu that appears on the display with buttons 5 and 6 until the 
option MEMORY COUNTERS appears. Confirm by pressing SET. MEMORY COUNTERS

The display shows the message HOURS TOTAL with the relevant total number of work 
hours.
Use button 5 to downgrade in the memory counter.
Press button 6.

0000 HOURS TOTAL

The display shows the message HOURS PARTIAL with the relevant partial number of 
work hours.
Use button 5 to downgrade in the memory counter.
Press button 6.

0000 HOURS 

PARTIAL

The display shows the message NUMBER START with the relevant number of switch 
ons.
Use button 5 to downgrade in the memory counter.
Press button 6.

0000 NUMBER 

START

The display shows the last 5 alarms.
Use button 5 to downgrade in the memory counter.
Press button 4.

MEM1 E4

MEMORY COUNTER DT2011679-00
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DT2011658-016.7 MOdE dISPLAy

This function makes it possible to show the room temperature and time on the display.

Activity description Display message

Press button 6 for a few seconds Scroll through the menu that appears on the display 
with buttons 5 and 6 until the option MODE DISPLAY appears.
Confirm by pressing SET.

MODE DISPLAY

Select the TEMP options on the display using buttons 1 and/or 2 (enables room 
temperature display) or HOURS (enables time display on screen).
Confirm by pressing SET.

hours DISPLAY

Once confirmed the display shows the scrolling message "FUNCTION ENABLED" and 
the display automatically reverts to its initial screen. function enabled

DT2012615-006.8 dISPLAy SLEEP MOdE

The function DISPLAY SLEEP MODE is used to set display switch off if the key panel remains idle for over 1 minute.

Activity description Display message

Press button 6 for a few seconds Use the s and/or 6 buttons to select the DISPLAY 
SLEEP MODE menu. DISPLAY SLEEP MODE

Select the ON option with buttons 1 and 2.
Confirm with button 3, the display reads FUNCTION ENABLED.

ON DISPLAY SLEEP MODE

function enabled

Select OFF with buttons 1 and 2 to disable the option.
Confirm with button 3, the display reads FUNCTION ENABLED.

OFF 

DISPLAY SLEEP MODE

function enabled

DT2012491-006.9 MOdE ENERGy SAvING

Enabling the ENERGY SAVING mode activates automatic stove start and stop at temperature values defined by the functions STOP and START.

The work principle is as follows:
when the temperature detected by the sensor reaches the temperature programmed by the user, the unit will automatically switch to power 1.

If the temperature continues to rise until it reaches the value set on the STOP function (e.g. + 2 ° C above the set temperature) while the stove is 
running in power 1, the unit will turn off and go into a stand-by state.
When the room temperature detected by the room probe drops to the temperature value set by the user on the START function (e.g. - 3 ° C compared 
to set temperature), the stove enables a new start phase and returns to the power previously set by the user.

 a The stove will re-start only when the temperatures detected by the appliance allow safe operation.

If the OFF and STOP functions are enabled, upon reaching the set temperature the stove will operate in the traditional way modulating power 1 
without shutting down.
In a similar manner with START and OFF functions enabled, the appliance will not enable the start phase after automatic stop and will remain off.

If the ENERGY SAVING has been set, the chrono mode handles only the start and stop of the programmed time slots.
The external thermostat cannot be activated if set on STOP if the ENERGY SAVING is active and vice-versa.
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Activity description Display message

Selecting the ENERGY SAVING menu.
Pressing and holding button 6 for several seconds accesses the main menu.
Select the item ENERGY SAVING using buttons 5 or 5 and press button 3 to confirm.

ENERGY SAVING

Select the value to set to define the stop temperature.
Press buttons 1 or 2 to select the temperature set from 1°C to 3°C, or disable the 
function with OFF. Confirm by pressing SET.

1 STOP

Select the value to set to define the start temperature.
Select the value to set to define the start temperature.
Press buttons 1 or 2 to select the temperature set from -1°C to -3°C, or disable the 
function with OFF. Confirm with button 3, the display reads FUNCTION ENABLED.

-1 START

function enabled

The display shows the message ENS as well as the power level confirmed (e.g. ENS 
P2) after confirming with button 3. ENS P2

When room temperature reaches the value set by the user, the display reads ENS P2 
OK. ENS P2 OK

The stove enters the stop phase upon reaching 3 temperature set in the STOP function. 
The display shows the message "ENERGY OK". ENERGY OK

If the stove is switched off with the ENERGY SAVING function set, the display shows 
the message OFF E. OFF E

ENERGY SAVING MODE DT2012616-00

DT2010082-066.10 FIRST START-UP

• Before turning on the power, check that the brazier is positioned correctly in its seat and pushed to the left.
• During the first few times you turn on the stove, an odour will be released due to the evaporation of the paints and oils used in the manufacture.

At this stage, it is best to have proper ventilation of the installation premises, avoiding prolonged stay therein because the vapours may be harmful 
to people or animals.

The first stove start-ups must be done so as to allow the stove body to settle and the paints to evaporate. 

Therefore, the stove must be used in the following conditions:
 - function at average power for the first 5-6 hours from the time of fuel ignition (during this phase, the expansion caused by the heat, will allow the 
settling of the stove body);

 - after the settling phase, the stove must be used at maximum power for a period that ranges between 6 and 10 hours, depending on the quantity 
of paint present on the stove body that must evaporate.

The period of operation at full power must not necessarily be carried out continuously but can be divided during two time bands interrupted by at 
least 3-4 hours of stove inactivity. 
At the end of this period, the paint will have evaporated and the stove must be used at the power suitable for normal operating conditions.

If necessary, the stove can be used at full power for an additional period in order to ensure total paint residue evaporation.

When the hopper is loaded for the first time, the auger must have time to fill; during this phase, the pellet is not distributed within the combustion 
chamber and it is very likely that the first light up attempt fails; to this end, unload the auger by following the instructions in the "LOADING AUGER" 
table in the "MENU PARAMETER" section of these instructions.
Shut down the stove if the alarm trips by pressing and briefly holding the ON/OFF button, empty the pellets inside the brazier and set a new start-up.

The residual pellet in the brazier must be disposed of.
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Activity description Display message

Press and briefly hold the button 4.
A cycle starts that brings the stove in normal operating mode.
 - CONTROL (first 20 seconds).

The lighter (spark) will engage.
Press button 4 again to stop the appliance. 

12:30 control

START PHASE I
The smoke aspirator is activated.
The auger is engaged and begins to convey pellets to the brazier. 
 - If during the start-up phase, the exit smoke probe detects rising temperature 
(indicating a combustion process), the device is considered on and thus passes to 
the normal operating mode.

 - If after 20-30 minutes the stove has not started, the display shows the message NO 
LIT.

 - Press button 4 again to stop the appliance.

The display shows the message WAIT COOLING and the smoke motor switches off after 
8 minutes; the message EMPTY BRAZIER appears on the display. Clean the brazier of 
residual pellets (see the “EMPTY BRAZIER” table).

12:30 start

phase I

START PHASE II
The auger increases fuel supply to allow for a stabilisation period and proper 
pellet ignition in the following "NORMAL FUNCTIONING" if the spark has triggered 
combustion.

12:40 start

phase II

STARTING THE STOVE DT2012617-00

DT2011659-006.11 START-UP ANd NORMAL FUNCTIONING

Before starting the stove, make sure that the power plug is connected and that the fireside door is securely shut. The pellet hopper must be full or 
contain enough fuel to run the stove for the desired time.
When the stove is new or the pellet has fully depleted, the pellet must be loaded into the hopper and the LOADING AUGER function must be performed. 
This function allows auger loading and favours light up because the pellets will be immediately unloaded into the brazier. AUGER LOADING is possible 
only when the stove is in the OFF state.
DO NOT LOAD THE PELLETS WHEN THE HOPPER IS COMPLETELY EMPTY AND WHILE THE STOVE IS RUNNING.

Activity description Display message

If the stove was - either voluntarily or due to power failure - switched off during the 
START PHASE I or START PHASE II, the brazier must be cleaned of unburnt pellets after 
the smoke motor has been switched on. Next, press button 4.
Do not empty the brazier inside the hopper as there may still be unburnt pellets 
present.

EMPTY BRAZIER

Select YES with buttons 1 or 2.
 - Confirm that the brazier has been cleaned with button 3.

NO BRAZIER EMPTIED

YES BRAZIER EMPTIED

The appliance shuts off.
To re-start the stove (see the “STOVE START-UP” table). 10:30 OFF

EMPTY BRAZIER DT2012618-00
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Activity description Display message

If, during the start-up phase, the display shows the message NO LIT E9 (the alarm 
beep is engaged), it means that the exit smoke probe does not detect an increase in 
temperature, indicating that the combustion process has not started.
The stove reverts to alarm mode. 
The message E9 between the last 5 alarms is logged on MEMORY COUNTER “MENU 
PARAMETER”. 10:30 no

lit E9WHAT TO DO
 - Press button 4 to stop the appliance.
 - The alarm beep stops.
 - The smoke motor remains active for 8 minutes and the display shows the message 
WAIT COOLING. 

 - This message is followed by EMPTY BRAZIER (see the table “EMPTY BRAZIER”).

If the hopper has completely depleted the pellet supply while running and the smoke 
temperature decreases, the message E7 is shown on the display (the alarm beep is 
activated).
The stove reverts to alarm mode.

12:20 E7

WHAT TO DO
 - Press the button 4 to shut the stove down.
 - The beep stops.
 - The smoke motor remains active for 8 minutes and the display shows the message 
WAIT COOLING.

 - The message EMPTY BRAZIER will appear on the display.
 - Load the pellet hopper (see paragraph “PELLET LOADING”).
 - Proceed as described in the “LOAD AUGER” table and then follow the instructions of 
the "EMPTY BRAZIER" table.

If during start up the stove does not reach the start temperature limit within the 
specified time, the message “NO LIT E14” appears and the alarm beep sounds.
The stove reverts to alarm mode. 

10:30 no
lit E14

WHAT TO DO
 - Press the button 4 to shut the stove down.
 - The beep stops.
 - Check the pellet load in the hopper and fill it if necessary (see paragraph “PELLET 
LOADING”).

 - Make sure that the brazier is not obstructed with pellets or combustion residuals and 
clean if necessary.

 - If the problem persists please contact the Technical Assistance Centre.

 a Do not empty the brazier inside the hopper as there may still be unburnt pellets present.

 a Any occasional start-up failure of the appliance may be caused by:
- incorrect composition or dimension of the pellet as described in this manual (see the chapter "FUEL");
- insufficient electrical power.

In the above cases, the intervention of a Support Centre is not to be considered under guarantee as it is not due to product defect.

NO LIT DT2012619-01
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Activity description Display message

 - Access the menu “LOADING AUGER” in “MENU PARAMETER” (see section 
“PROGRAMMING”).

 - Press button 3. 
loading auger

 - In only 3 minutes, the auger is loaded if the hopper contains pellets.
 - Empty the brazier.
 - Re-start by pressing button 4. 
 - If the hopper contains no pellet, the auger removes residual hopper pellets and is 
therefore cleaned.

 - The auger stops after 3 minutes.

Perform this procedure if the stove will be inactive for a long time.

in load

auger loaded

The “LOADING AUGER” procedure occurs only if smoke temperature is below the 
minimum set value, and the display shows the OFF message. 
AUGER LOADING cannot be performed if the stove is running.

no load

Remove the pellet from the brazier. Check for pellets in the hopper.
The stove is ready for a new start-up. EMPTY BRAZIER

LOADING AUGER DT2012620-00

Activity description Display message

The stove goes into steady normal functioning if the start cycle was successful. 
The display shows the power level set: P1, P2, P3, P4.
The display shows the time or the room temperature (see section “MODE DISPLAY”).
The power and room temperature can be adjusted during normal functioning.

12:50 P2

Press button 6 to modify the power setting.
The display shows the message "SET POWER".
Select the desired power setting with buttons 5 and 6, which appears on the display.
The display automatically reverts to the initial screen

P2 set 

power

Press SET to modify the temperature.
The display shows the message SET TEMP ROOM.
Use buttons 1 and/or 2 to set the desired temperature that appears on the display, 
which ranges from 7° C to 30° C.
The display automatically reverts to the initial screen

25° set temp

room

During normal functioning of the unit, automatic cleaning of the brazier is engaged 
with variable activation times that are set by authorised personnel.
This operation is necessary in order to eliminate ash deposits or incrustations which do 
not allow the correct operation of the appliance and must be removed.
The message “CLEANING BRAZIER” will appear together with the temperature of the 
smoke probe.

16:30 cleaning

brazier

NORMAL FUNCTIONING DT2011662-01

Activity description Display message

Stove operation can be controlled by an external room thermostat (normally open) connected to the power board.
For thermostat connection see the table "INSTALLATION OF EXTERNAL ROOM THERMOSTAT”.
The ENERGY SAVING mode cannot be activated if the external thermostat is set on STOP and vice-versa.

Operation of the external thermostat is conditioned by the appliance set temperature. 
To enable the external thermostat:
 - set the desired room temperature on the external thermostat.
 - Set the maximum value of 30°C on the stove.

The display shows the time (e.g..10:30) or the room temperature, according to the 
initial settings and the power set (e.g. P2).

10:30 P2

EXTERNAL THERMOSTAT DT2012621-01
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Activity description Display message

Press and briefly hold the button 4. 
Pellet loading is interrupted, while the room air fan and smoke exit continue to run, 
until the appliance is cooled.
The appliance shuts off.

SHUT DOWN

OFF

See the “EMPTY BRAZIER” table if the stove shuts down during START PHASE I or 
START PHASE II.

WAIT COOLING

EMPTY BRAZIER

 a Never disconnect the power supply at this stage, this may cause problems to the structure and affect the subsequent stages of 
start-up, operation and shut down.

SHUT DOWN DT2012622-00

Activity description Display message

SITUATION 1
The stove is in the shutdown phase and the message “SHUTDOWN” appears on the 
display.
If the stove is to be started again by pressing the ON/OFF key, the message “COOLING” 
appears on the display: this indicates that you must wait for the necessary cooling 
period.
When it has cooled down, the message “OFF” appears on the display.
To start it again, press the button 4 once more.

COOLING
SITUATION 2

The stove is in the shutdown phase and the message “OFF” has just appeared on the 
display.
If the stove is to be started again by pressing the ON/OFF key, the message “COOLING” 
appears on the display: this indicates that the stove is still hot and you must wait for 
the necessary cooling period.
When it has cooled down, the message “OFF”. appears on the display.
To start it again, press the button 4 once more.

RESTARTING DURING THE SHUTDOWN PHASE DT2012656-01

Activity description Display message

If accessing the EXTERNAL THERMOSTAT menu and selecting "MODULATION", when 
the temperature set on the thermostat has been reached, the power of the stove goes 
from the user-set value to P1.
The display shows the message OK near the power set.

MODULATION

10:30 OK P2

If accessing the EXTERNAL THERMOSTAT menu and selecting "STOP" the stove shuts 
off when the set temperature has been reached.
The display shows the message "TERM EXT OK".

STOP

10:30 TERM EXT OK

The display shows the message "OFF T" when the stove is OFF, with STOP mode 
engaged 10:30 OFF T

The temperature probe must be connected to the appliance. 
The power is not modulated if the room probe is not connected, thus following the user's settings.
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Activity description Display message

The power supply may fail during stove operation. It is necessary to distinguish 
between:
1) power failure during START PHASE I or START PHASE II;
2) power failure without chrono settings;
3) power failure with chrono settings.

Power failure during START PHASE I or START PHASE II.
When power is restored, the appliance is reactivated and the shut down procedure 
begins.
The message POWER FAILURE appears on the display followed by the message EMPTY 
BRAZIER.

 - If the message POWER FAILURE appears on the display and the appliance is switched 
off using button 4, the message WAIT COOLING appears followed by EMPTY BRAZIER. 

 - See the table “EMPTY BRAZIER”.

POWER

EMPTY

FAILURE

BRAZIER

Power failure during operation WITHOUT CHRONO SETTING.
1) The power failure lasts for less than 30 seconds: the appliance continues to 

function as normal when power is restored.
2) The power failure lasts for more than 30 seconds: the shut down procedure 

begins.

The message POWER FAILURE appears on the display followed by the message EMPTY 
BRAZIER.

 - If the message POWER FAILURE appears on the display and the appliance is switched 
off using button 4, the message WAIT COOLING appears followed by the message 
EMPTY BRAZIER. 

 - To restart the appliance, see the section “START-UP AND NORMAL OPERATION”.

Power failure during operation WITH CHRONO SETTINGS.
If the power failure lasts for less than 30 seconds:
1) Around the start time: the appliance does not re-start when power is restored.
2) Around the stop time: the appliance continues to function as normal when power 

is restored.
3) During programmed operation time slot: the appliance continues to function as 

normal when power is restored.

If the power failure lasts for more than 30 seconds:
1) Around the start time: the appliance does not re-start when power is restored.
2) Around the stop time: the appliance turns off when power is restored.
3) During programmed operation time slot: the appliance turns off when power is 

restored.

In cases 1) and 2) described above, the message POWER FAILURE appears on the 
display followed by the message EMPTY BRAZIER.

 - If the message POWER FAILURE appears on the display and the appliance is switched 
off using button 4, the message WAIT COOLING appears followed by the message 
EMPTY BRAZIER. 

 - To restart the appliance, see the section “START-UP AND NORMAL OPERATION”.

POWER SUPPLY FAILURE DT2012623-01
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Activity description Display message

Upon reaching 200 hours of stove use and with stove off the display shows the 
message "SERVICE" alternated with "OFF"
The display is showing a message for scheduled maintenance of the stove. SERVICE

WHAT TO DO
 - Call the authorised technical assistance centre.

SERVICE DT2012686-00

DT2010223-016.12 SAFETy dEvICES

 a Some parts of the stove (door, handle, ceramic parts) may reach extremely high temperatures during operation.

Remember to maintain the safety distances indicated previously.
Be extremely careful, take the necessary precautions and always follow the instructions. 
If any part of the appliance or of the outflow pipe leaks smoke while the stove is in use, shut down the appliance immediately and air out the room(s).
Once cooled try to look for the cause of the leak and call specialised technicians if necessary.
The unit is equipped with some devices which intervene in order to ensure the safe operation.

 a The safety devices are designed to eliminate any risk of damage to persons, animals or things, and their tampering or intervention by 
unauthorized personnel could compromise security.

Activity description Display message

The pressure switch is connected in the smoke flue and has the function to control the 
vacuum inside the flue allowing the use of the appliance in total safety.
The pressure switch is activated if the flue evacuation conditions are altered (bad 
installation, obstacles or impediments in the flue, negligent maintenance, adverse 
weather conditions such as persistent wind etc..).
The pressure switch isolates the supply voltage to the auger, thus stopping pellet feed 
to the brazier, followed by engaged appliance shut down.
 - The display shows the message "E1" and the time or temperature in relation to initial 
settings.

 - The alarm beep sounds.

e1

WHAT TO DO
 - Press and briefly hold the button 4 to deactivate the appliance.
 - The beep stops.
 - Wait and make sure that the combustion of the pellets in the brazier is complete and 
that the smoke motor is off.

 - Clean the brazier, start the appliance by pressing the 4 button (the message "E1" 
must not appear on the display, if this occurs call the Technical Assistance Centre).

Proper pressure switch operation is check when the stove is started so that the 
appliance can be used in utmost safety.
 - If there is a fault on the pressure switch, he display shows the message "E2" and the 
time or temperature in relation to initial settings.

 - The alarm beep sounds.

e2

WHAT TO DO
 - Press and briefly hold the button 4 to deactivate the appliance.
 - The beep stops.
 - Call the Technical Assistance Centre.

SMOKE BOX DEPRESSION DT2012624-00
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Activity description Display message

The smoke probe is connected to the electronic board and constantly measures 
operating temperature, allowing the appliance to be used in total safety.
If the temperature exceeds the safety threshold, the board isolates the supply voltage 
to the auger, thus stopping pellet feed to the brazier, followed by engaged appliance 
shut down.
 - The display shows the message "E4" and the time or temperature in relation to initial 
settings.

 - The alarm beep sounds.

e4

The alarm is triggered if the smoke probe connector momentarily and/or accidentally 
detaches from its seat or if the connector is not positioned properly on the electronic 
board.
 - The display shows the message "E8" and the time or temperature in relation to initial 
settings.

 - The alarm beep sounds.

e8

WHAT TO DO
 - Press and briefly hold the button 4 to deactivate the appliance.
 - The beep stops.
 - Call the Technical Assistance Centre.

SMOKE TEMPERATURE PROBE DT2012626-00

Activity description Display message

The automatic rearm thermal probe is positioned on the pellet hopper and serves to 
safeguard it against excessive thermal excursions.
If the temperature of the pellet hopper exceeds the safety threshold, the thermostat 
isolates the supply voltage to the auger, thus stopping pellet feed to the brazier, 
followed by engaged appliance shut down.
 - The display shows the message "E3" and the time or temperature in relation to initial 
settings.

 - The alarm beep sounds.

e3

WHAT TO DO
 - Press and briefly hold the button 4 to deactivate the appliance.
 - The beep stops.
 - Wait and make sure that the combustion of the pellets in the brazier is complete and 
that the smoke motor is off.

 - The message EMPTY BRAZIER appears on the display (see the table “EMPTY 
BRAZIER”).

 - The message E3 must not reappear on the display, if this occurs call the Technical 
Assistance Centre.

EMPTY BRAZIER

PELLET HOPPER TEMPERATURE DT2012625-00
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Activity description Display message

The room probe is connected to the rear of the stove and constantly monitors room 
temperature near the appliance, allowing for its use in utmost safety.
The alarm is triggered if the smoke probe connector momentarily and/or accidentally 
detaches from its seat.
 - The display shows the message of the power set (for example P4), 00 (if in “DISPLAY 
MODE” the temperature was set) and the message E10.

 - The message ROOM PROBE is stored in “MENU PARAMETER” under the item 
“MEMORY COUNTERS” .

 - The setback does not shut down the stove that continues to function normally 
according to power level set.

However, the room temperature set by the user is not taken into account.

E 10 p4

WHAT TO DO
 - Refit the probe into its seat (see the section “ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS AND 
CONTROL DEVICES”).

 - The display enables the room temperature and it will be once again shown on screen.

STOVE ROOM TEMPERATURE PROBE DT2012627-00

Activity description Display message

 - The message E6 is shown on the display.

This means that during operation an anomaly has been detected on the auger with 
continuous pellet feed.
 - The alarm beep sounds.

e6

WHAT TO DO
 - Press and briefly hold the button 4 to deactivate the appliance.
 - The beep stops.
 - Call the Technical Assistance Centre.

AUGER SAFETY DT2012628-01

Activity description Display message

 - The message E7 is shown on the display.

This means that smoke temperature falls below the minimum operating temperature 
when the stove is operating. 
 - The alarm beep sounds.

e7

WHAT TO DO
 - Press and briefly hold the button 4 to deactivate the appliance.
 - The beep stops.
 - The message EMPTY BRAZIER appears on the display (see the table “EMPTY 
BRAZIER”).

 - If the problem persists please contact the Technical Assistance Centre.

EMPTY BRAZIER

UNPROGRAMMED STOP DT2012655-00
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Activity description Display message

 - The message E12 is shown on the display.

The encoder signals a fault.
 - The alarm beep sounds.

e12

WHAT TO DO
 - Press and briefly hold the button 4 to deactivate the appliance.
 - The beep stops.
 - Call the Technical Assistance Centre.

ENCODER DT2012680-00

Activity description Display message

 - The message NO LIT E9 is shown on the display.

This means that the smoke probe has not detected the necessary temperature increase 
during start up.
 - The alarm beep sounds.

NO LIT e9

 - The message NO LIT E14 appears on the display.

This indicates that during start up the stove has not reached the start temperature 
limit.
 - The alarm beep sounds.

NO LIT e14

WHAT TO DO
 - Press and briefly hold the button 4 to deactivate the appliance.
 - The beep stops.
 - The message EMPTY BRAZIER appears on the display (see the table “EMPTY 
BRAZIER”).

 - If the problem persists please contact the Technical Assistance Centre.

EMPTY BRAZIER

NO LIT DT2012656-01
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DT2012629-006.13 STATE STOvE

This function shows stove state during the various operating conditions.

Activity description Display message

Press button 6 for a few seconds
Scroll through the menu that appears on the display with buttons 5 and 6 until the 
option STATE STOVE appears. Confirm by pressing SET.

STATE STOVE

The display shows alternately:
 - pellet unloading time,
 - smoke temperature,
 - motor RPM.

Exit using button 4.

+ +
- -

DT2011646-006.14 REMOTE CONTROL (OPTIONAL)

Fig. 46 On request the stove may be supplied with a remote control, which can 
be used to govern certain stove functions.

 - Startup/Shutdown: by pressing the two + keys simultaneously the 
stove can be turned on or off.

 - Power level: when operating normally, pressing the + and - keys 
above the flame symbol will select one of the four power levels of 
the stove.

 - Temperature: when operating normally, pressing the + and - 
keys above the thermometer symbol will select the desired room 
temperature (7°C - 30ºC).

DT2010087-046.15 OPENING ThE dOOR

During operation the door must remain closed. It is to be opened only 
when the stove has been shut down and cooled for the carrying out of 
maintenance.
Use the door handle tool provided in the kit to open the door, using it as 
shown in the picture below.

Fig. 47 
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DT2011671-006.16 hUMIdIFIER (OPTIONAL)

DT2010049-046.17 dISPOSAL OF AShES

The stove is provided with a niche for a humidifier (optional) located 
under the ceramic insert of the top plate: once the ceramic cladding has 
been fitted, the humidifier can be filled with water.

 a When refilling the humidifier do not exceed the maximum 
capacity, shown as max, otherwise the electrical parts of the 
stove could be damaged.

Ash from natural (non-treated) wood burned in stoves or open fireboxes is composed mainly of calcium, silicon, potassium and magnesium oxides.
The ashes can therefore be used as a fertiliser for plants or in the garden, albeit not exceeding 2.6 kg per 10 m2 annually.

 a The ashes should be placed in a metal container with a sealed cover. The sealed container should be placed on a non-combustible 
surface at a safe distance from combustible materials until the cinders have been completely extinguished. Only when they have 
been fully extinguished can the ashes be thrown away with organic waste, assuming that nails or other non-organic material are not 
present.

Fig. 48 

7.0 MAINTENANCE

Pursuant to current regulations on the safety of electrical equipment, you must contact a Superior After-Sales Service Centre or a qualified electrician 
for all and any work connected with installation, maintenance or servicing that involves access to electrical parts.

Maintenance is to be considered compulsory for correct and efficient stove operation. If maintenance is not carried out with the recommended 
frequency, stove performance could suffer.
The manufacturer will not be responsible for stove deterioration or malfunction if due to poor maintenance.
All maintenance work (cleaning, any replacements, etc.) must be carried out when the stove is shutdown and cold.
Do not use materials that could scratch or damage the glass, since scratches could become cracks.
The frequency of cleaning depends on how much the stove is used and the quality of the fuel.
Under no circumstances use abrasive substances.
To dispose of the ashes, refer to the paragraph “DISPOSAL OF ASHES”.

 a The frequency of cleaning depends on how much the stove is used and the quality of the fuel. DT2010057-02
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DT2011673-007.1 CLEANING ThE GRATE ANd ThE GRATE SUPPORT

Daily and before each start-up, you must clean the brazier area:

 - Remove the grate baffle plate (A) and lift out the grate (B).
 - Remove any ash or other material that may have built up, taking 
particular care to free any clogged holes using a sharp pointed tool.

 - Make sure the “ignition hole” (C), located on the left of the grate, is 
kept clean.

 - Check the grate support and remove any ash.

To dispose of the ashes, refer to the paragraph “DISPOSAL OF ASHES”.

 a This type of cleaning requires a vacuum cleaner suitable for 
holding ash.

 a After cleaning and before lighting the stove, check that the 
grate is correctly inserted and pushed towards the left. Refit 
the grate baffle plate.

DT2010100-037.2 CLEANING ThE ASh TRAy

Daily, check the ash drawer to see if it needs emptying.
To dispose of the ashes, refer to the paragraph “DISPOSAL OF ASHES”.

 a This type of cleaning requires a vacuum cleaner suitable for 
holding ash.

A

B

Fig. 49 

Fig. 50 
C

Fig. 51 

DT2010428-037.3 CLEANING ThE FIREbOx

Once a month, clean the combustion chamber as follows:
 - Remove the grate baffle and draw out the grate.
 - Turn the eccentric clamps (A) to free the internal baffle (B).
 - Lift the baffle slightly, gripping it by the two outer tabs (C) to free it 
at the bottom and then turn it, bringing the bottom outwards, and 
remove.

 - Using a vacuum cleaner remove the ash from the firebox.
 - After having thoroughly cleaned the firebox, remount the internal 
baffle proceeding in the reverse order to above.

 - Ensure that the tabs are properly inserted into the relative notches 
(D) in the sides of the firebox and secure the baffle by turning the two 
eccentric clamps.

 - Replace the grate, pushing it to the left.
 - Replace the grate baffle.

 a This type of cleaning requires a vacuum cleaner suitable for 
holding ash.

 a To dispose of the ashes, refer to the paragraph “DISPOSAL OF 
ASHES”.

A
D

C

B
Fig. 52 
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DT2011674-007.4 CLEANING ThE SMOkE ChAMbER

Clean the smoke chamber every three months as follows:
 - Remove the screws which secure the smoke chamber cover, then lift 
it slightly and take it out by pulling it towards you. (Fig. 53-54)

 - Use a vacuum cleaner to remove any ash and carbon deposits which 
can accumulate in the chamber, taking care not to damage the blades 
of the fan. (Fig. 55)

 - Check that the hole on the right side inside the smoke chamber is 
always clean without dust and ash. Otherwise clean it.

 - After performing a thorough cleaning reassemble the closing piece 
check the good condition of the gasket and eventually replace it.

 a This type of cleaning requires a vacuum cleaner suitable for 
holding ash.

 a To dispose of the ashes, refer to the paragraph “DISPOSAL OF 
ASHES”.

Fig. 53 

Fig. 54 

Fig. 55 

DT2010092-037.5 CLEANING ThE FLUE SySTEM

Remove the plug from the Tee and clean the pipes.
Until you have got reasonably used to the operating conditions of 
the stove, we recommend that this maintenance be carried out on a 
monthly basis.
If necessary, particularly on the first few occasions, we recommend 
calling in a qualified technician.

Fig. 56 
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DT2010059-037.6 CLEANING ThE CERAMIC CLAddING

The ceramic cladding must first be cleaned with a soft dry cloth before using any detergent (even mild detergent).
Products are available on the market which are suitable for cleaning ceramics as well as concentrated products for cleaning porcelain. These will 
remove oil, ink, coffee and wine stains, etc.

 d Never soak the ceramic cladding or clean it with cold water when it is still hot as the thermal shock could cause it to crack.

DT2010061-037.7 CLEANING ThE ENAMELLEd METAL PARTS

When cleaning the enamelled metal parts of the product use a soft cloth moistened with water.

 d Never clean metal parts using alcohol, solvents, petroleum-based products, acetones or other degreasing or abrasive substances.

In the event of such substances being used the manufacturer cannot be held responsible for any damage caused.
Discolouration of metal parts may be the result of misuse.

DT2010062-047.8 CLEANING ThE GLASS (dAILy)

 a The glass should be cleaned when cold using ammonia-based degreasing agents and not corrosive substances such as solvents.

If the appliance is very slow to heat up in the ignition phase, this is likely to cause a build-up of tar on the glass. This will eventually burn off when 
the appliance is operating at full capacity. If the tar is left to build up over a long period it will require more effort to remove.
We therefore recommend that the glass be cleaned daily before lighting the stove.

 d Do not use any material that could scratch or spoil the glass, as scratches may develop into cracks or breaks.

DT2010093-057.9 REPLACING ThE GLASS

The door of the stove is equipped with a ceramic glass window 4 mm thick, resistant to temperatures up to 750°C; the glass can only be broken by 
a strong blow or improper use. Do not slam the door or hit the glass.
Should the glass break, only replace it with a spare part from the Superior factory.

Proceed as follows to replace the glass:
 - Equip yourself with an appropriate pair of protective gloves.
 - Remove the door and lay it on a flat surface.
 - Unfasten the screws which can be seen on the inner side of the door.
 - Carefully remove the glass clips and the glass.
 - If the fibre glass washer and sealing strip are worn, replace them.
 - Replace the glass and relocate the clips, refasten the screws taking care not to overtighten them.
 - Re-hang the door.

If other problems arise it is recommended that you speak to the local supplier.
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DT2011801-007.12 ShUTTING dOwN

When shutting the stove down for the summer, proceed as follows:
 - Remove all pellets from the hopper and feeding auger.
 - Carefully clean the grate, the grate support and the ash drawer.
 - Using a steel brush, clean the baffle plate or internal baffle plates of the firebox and coat them using the spray paint, supplied on request, to prevent 
them from oxidising and consequently forming rust.

 a If the cast-iron parts inside the firebox are not coated, rust could form. This is a natural process, which does not affect the efficiency 
and quality of the product.

 - Clean the flue thoroughly: contact a professional chimneysweep for this purpose.
 - Clean by removing all dust, cobwebs, etc. from the area behind the inner lining panels once a year, in particular the fans.
 - Disconnect the power cable from the power supply.
 - Remove the batteries from the remote control.

DT2010094-007.10 REPLACING ThE REMOTE CONTROL bATTERy

 a The remote control is optional.

To change the battery proceed as follows: using a small Philips head screwdriver, remove the screw on the back of the handset. Then holding it 
upside down remove the back casing.
Replace the battery (type A23 12V) being careful not to reverse the polarity (the battery type and polarity are shown on the back of the handset). Close 
the handset and dispose of the old battery in the appropriate way.

DT2010095-067.11 CLEANING ThE FANS

 a Any cleaning or maintenance work must be carried out after the CURRENT HAS BEEN SWITCHED OFF.

The stove is fitted with fans (smoke extractor and heating) positioned at the bottom rear of the stove.
Any build-up of dust or ash on the blades can unbalance them resulting in noise during operation.
It is necessary to have the fans cleaned annually. Since such an operation involves dismantling certain parts of the stove, have the cleaning carried 
out only by a Superior Service Centre or other qualified persons.

DT2012636-007.13 SChEdULEd MAINTENANCE

 a Scheduled maintenance must be carried out ANNUALLY and before the commissioning of the device even after a long period of 
inactivity. These operations are necessary to ensure the maintenance of the efficiency of the stove and guarantee its safe operation. 
Any cleaning and / or maintenance should be performed with CURRENT OFF. Since these operations involve the removal of parts of 
the appliance, it is recommended to have scheduled maintenance performed by a Technical Assistance Centre or qualified personnel.

 - Clean the brazier (see the section “CLEANING BRAZIER”).
 - Clean the combustion chamber (see section “CLEANING THE COMBUSTION CHAMBER”).
 - Clean the evacuation system (see the section “CLEANING THE EVACUATION SYSTEM”). 
 - Clean the lacquered metal parts (see the section“CLEANING THE LACQUERED METAL PARTS”).
 - Clean the glass window (see the section “CLEANING THE GLASS WINDOW”). 
 - Clean the fans (see the section “CLEANING THE FANS”).
 - Remove dust and cobwebs from the area between the stove and cladding.
 - Check the electrical and electronic parts.
 - Check the window gasket tightness and wear, as well as that of all elements subject to wear and replace if necessary.
 - Perform all the maintenance and control operations required for correct operation and adaptation to the safety standards.
 - Start up according to indications in the section “FIRST START UP”.
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DT2010557-027.14 REPLACING ThE FUSES

Electronic board fuse.
Unscrew the cartridge fuse or safety plug (A) from the electronic board 
and replace with a similar one.
Motherboard fuse type: F4AL250V

Fuse on the IEC power socket.
Draw out the fuse carrier and replace the fuse with the spare to be 
found inside the small drawer (B).
Type: F4AH250V

A

Fig. 57 

B

Fig. 58 

 a Some of the anomalies below can be resolved by following the instructions. All operations must be carried out when the appliance is 
cold and in the absence of electrical power (pull the plug).

 a As pursuant to law, qualified personnel must resolve anomalies or make repairs that require work to be performed on the components 
inside the cladding or combustion chamber.
It is therefore recommended to make use only of authorized technical assistance centres.
At each visit, the authorized technical assistance centre must show their ID badge issued by the manufacturer where you can see: 
the stamp and signature of the company and the period of validity of the document.

 a The unauthorized tampering with the device and / or the use of non-original parts, aside from creating a hazardous situation for the 
operator's safety, will void the warranty and release the manufacturer from any liability.

 a This manual contains all the information needed for the installation, use and maintenance of the stove. Call the service centre after 
thoroughly reading the instructions.

8.0 MAIN ANOMALIES (In grey the user operations)
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Problem Cause Solution

The control panel does not 
switch on

The appliance is not powered
Check that the plug is connected to the power main and the 
appliance.

Faulty power cable. Replace the power cable (use only original parts).

Protection fuses blown.
Check the plug fuses on the back of the stove and on the 
electronic board, replace them if necessary.
Contact an authorised technician if the problem persists.

Faulty control panel Replace the control panel (use only original parts).
Faulty flat cable. Replace the flat cable (use only original parts).
Faulty electronic board. Replace the electronic board (use only original parts).

E1
SAFETY SMOKE

Evacuation system obstructed Check and clean the smoke evacuation system
Door open. Make sure that the door is closed.
Smoke aspirator is broken Replace the smoke aspirator (use only original parts).
Smoke flue too long. Make sure that the stove has been installed properly.
Door and smoke flue sealing gaskets are 
deteriorated.

Check all door and smoke flue gaskets.

Hose connection clogged.
Disconnect and clean the hose connection of the 
depressiometer.

Silicone pipe clogged or broken. Check and or replace the silicone pipe.
Faulty electronic board. Replace the electronic board (use only original parts).
No cleaning brazier. See section “CLEANING THE BRAZIER”.

E2
PRESSURE SWITCH FAULT

Pressure switch faulty. Replace the pressure switch (use only original parts).
Auger not powered. Check the electrical connections.

E9
NO LIT

Hopper empty. See section “PELLET LOADING”.
No cleaning brazier. See section “CLEANING THE BRAZIER”.
Operating temperature not reached. See section “CLEANING THE BRAZIER”.
Faulty electronic board. Replace the electronic board (use only original parts).
Faulty spark Replace the spark (use only original parts).

E7
UNPROGRAMMED STOP

Hopper empty. See section “PELLET LOADING”.
No cleaning brazier. See section “CLEANING THE BRAZIER”.
Operating temperature not reached. See section “CLEANING THE BRAZIER”.
Faulty electronic board. Replace the electronic board (use only original parts).

E14
NO LIT

Hopper empty. See section “PELLET LOADING”.
No cleaning brazier. See section “CLEANING THE BRAZIER”.
Operating temperature not reached. See section “CLEANING THE BRAZIER”.
Faulty electronic board. Replace the electronic board (use only original parts).

E4
THRESHOLD TEMPERATURE

Evacuation system obstructed Clean the smoke evacuation system
Faulty electronic board. Replace the electronic board (use only original parts).
Threshold temperature probe is faulty Replace the control probe (use only original parts).

Incorrect position of the smoke probe.
Check the proper position of the probe in its seat (see wiring 
diagram).

Incorrect parameter settings. Check proper settings of the parameters.

E8
SMOKE TEMPERATURE PROBE

No connection of the 2-pole connector of 
the smoke probe to the electronic board.

Check the proper connection/position of the connector (see 
wiring diagram).

Faulty electronic board. Replace the electronic board (use only original parts).
Incorrect position of the smoke probe. Check probe connection in its seat.
Faulty smoke probe. Replace the smoke probe (use only original parts).



EN 14785 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Residential space heating appliances fired by wood pellets – Requirements and test methods
CEI EN 60335-1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Household and similar electrical appliances - Safety. Part 1: General requirements
CEI EN 60335-2-102  . . . . . . . . . .Household and similar electrical appliances - Safety. Part 2: Particular requirements for gas, oil and solid-fuel 

burning appliances having electrical connections
EN 1443 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Chimneys - General requirements
EN 1856-1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Chimneys - Requirements for metal chimneys - Part 1: System chimney products
EN 1856-2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Chimneys - Requirements for metal chimneys - Part 2: Metal flue liners and connecting flue pipes
EN 15287-1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Chimneys - Design, installation and commissioning of chimneys - Part 1: Chimneys for non-roomsealed heating 

appliances

 a Contact local building or fire officials about restrictions and installation inspection requirements in your area.

STANDARDS AND LAWS OF REFERENCE
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Problem Cause Solution

The stove runs for 10 minutes 
then shuts down.

The temperature probe is stuck.
Repeat the start procedure. Contact an authorised technician 
if the problem persists.

The exhaust smoke has not reached optimal 
start temperature.

Repeat the start procedure. Contact an authorised technician 
if the problem persists.

The temperature probe may be poorly 
connected.

Check the wiring and the connection.

Chimney clogged. Clean the smoke flue.
No lit See “E7”.
Faulty electronic board. Replace the electronic board (use only original parts).
Auger channel clogged. See the section “LOADING AUGER”.

E6
AUGER SAFETY

Auger fault. Replace the auger (use only original parts).
Faulty electronic board. Replace the electronic board (use only original parts).
Incorrect parameter settings. Check proper settings of the parameters.

E3
THERMAL SAFETY

Evacuation system obstructed Check and clean the smoke evacuation system

High temperature of the pellet hopper.
Check proper installation of the stove (parameters, length, 
high smoke exhaust, ...)

Automatic rearm thermostat is faulty. Replace the thermostat (use only original parts).
The automatic rearm thermostat may not be 
connected properly.

Check proper thermostat connection.

Faulty electronic board. Replace the electronic board (use only original parts).

00 E10 P4
ROOM TEMPERATURE PROBE

Probe disconnected.
Check the proper connection of the room probe (see the 
section “ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS AND CONTROL 
DEVICES”).

Faulty probe. Replace the room probe (use only original parts).
Faulty electronic board. Replace the electronic board (use only original parts).

E12
ENCODER

Encoder disconnected. Check the connections.

Faulty encoder.

Check the encoder work state and replace the smoke motor 
if necessary (use only original spare parts).
Check the encoder work state and replace the electronic 
board if necessary (use only original spare parts).
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